LOGOS

legein: (comes to mean, 'to speak')

1. to gather, pick up, pick out;
   (collect) (select)

2. to count, tell, reckon
   (...among the seals; ...as nothing)

3. to say, speak

logos: (comes to mean 'word', 'speech', 'reason', 'discussion')

1. computation, reckoning, account
   (public accounts, give account)

2. measure, hence, value, relation, ratio, rule
   (...of the sea--e.g. 3/2; ...of your substance) (...of conduct; ...of participles)
   (to the pt of old age)

3. explanation, ground, argument, account, rule, formula
   (reason) (...of justice)

4. reason (the faculty)

5. narrative, tale (our logos governs us)

6. word, speech, expression, discussion

7. thing spoken of, subj. matter of a speech
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